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¾ Criteria for use
This guideline is applicable to all adult patients with suspected acute meningitis (see
inclusion criteria below).
This guideline should NOT be applied to patients in whom alternative diagnoses
are more likely than acute meningitis – such diagnoses include subarachnoid
haemorrhage, venous sinus thrombosis, space occupying lesion and chronic (eg.
tuberculosis) meningitis (see exclusion criteria below).
¾ Background/ introduction
In cases of meningitis, unnecessary delay in performing lumbar puncture (LP) can
lead to serious harm, delaying or preventing a correct or complete diagnosis.
Lumbar puncture can be associated, however, with a risk of fatal cerebral herniation
if there is unequal pressure between intracranial compartments. In such instances,
computerised tomography (CT) of the brain can show appearances indicative of such
pressures. This had led to varying practice in deciding when CT brain should be
performed before proceeding to LP. Unnecessary CT scans can both delay correct
diagnosis and treatment and expose the patient to unnecessary radiation. There is
good evidence that clinical observations can be used to safely distinguish between
these patients who should have a CT brain before LP and those who should not. A
study of 301 patients with suspected meningitis, the absence of certain defined
clinical signs and circumstances had a negative predictive value of 97% for normal
CT1.
Evidence-based consensus best-practice guidelines that address this issue exist
both nationally2 and internationally3, although there is evidence that in the UK, at
least, these guidelines are poorly adhered to4.5. The purpose of this guideline is to
clarify the circumstances under which CT brain should precede LP in cases of
suspected meningitis.
¾ Inclusion/ exclusion criteria
INCLUSION CRITERIA:
Acute meningitis should be suspected, and this guideline use, if:
1. Onset of symptoms within the previous 72 hours AND either
A. Fever, plus at least one out of the three symptoms of neck stiffness,
headache and altered mental state, OR:
B. Neck stiffness, plus at least one out of the three symptoms of fever, headache
and altered mental state.
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EXCLUSION CRITERIA:
This guideline should NOT be applied to patients in whom alternative diagnoses
are more likely than acute meningitis – this guideline should NOT therefore be
used in patients who have either of the following:
1. Duration of symptoms over 72 hours
2. Very abrupt onset (ie. thunderclap) headache.
¾ Clinical management
Patients with suspected meningitis should have a CT brain prior to LP if one of the
following is present:
•

Age >60 years

•

Focal neurological signs

•

Reduced conscious level

•

Fits

•

Papilloedema

•

Bradycardia and hypertension

•

A known history of intracranial space-occupying lesion

•

A known history of cancer

•

A known immunocompromised state

•

A known or high risk of HIV disease (which includes originating from a country
with high HIV prevalence).

If all these signs and circumstances are absent, it is safe to proceed with LP without
prior CT brain. If all these signs and circumstances are absent but the fundi cannot
be clearly seen, it is still safe to proceed with LP.
Patients suspected of having bacterial meningitis who fulfil these criteria, and are
going to have a CT brain, should be treated immediately with antibiotics, before
the CT brain is undertaken. This treatment is described in the Whittington Intranet
Clinical Guideline “Antimicrobials in Bacterial Infections in Adults.”

Please see Whittington Health Guideline:
“Antimicrobials in Bacterial Infections in Adults.”
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¾ Further information
None.
¾ Contacts (inside and outside the Trust including out-of-hours contacts)
Radiology SpR – Extension 5888
Microbiology SpR – Extension 5085 or Bleep 3069. Out of hours call switchboard
and ask for the on-call Microbiologist
Acute Medicine Consultant – via switchboard
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To be completed and attached to any procedural document when submitted to the
appropriate committee for consideration and approval
Yes/No
1.

Comments

Does the procedural document affect one
group less or more favourably than another
on the basis of:
• Race
• Ethnic origins
travellers)

No
(including

gypsies

and

No

• Nationality

No

• Gender

No

• Culture

No

• Religion or belief

No

• Sexual orientation including lesbian, gay
and bisexual people

No

• Age

No

• Disability - learning disabilities, physical
disability, sensory impairment and mental
health problems

No

2.

Is there any evidence that some groups are
affected differently?

No

3.

If
you
have
identified
potential
discrimination, are any exceptions valid,
legal and/or justifiable?

No

4.

Is the impact of the procedural document
likely to be negative?

No

5.

If so can the impact be avoided?

N/A

6.

What alternatives are there to achieving the
procedural document without the impact?

N/A

7.

Can we reduce the impact by taking
different action?

N/A

If you have identified a potential discriminatory impact of this procedural document,
please refer it to the Director of Human Resources, together with any suggestions as
to the action required to avoid/reduce this impact.
For advice in respect of answering the above questions, please contact the Director
of Human Resources.
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Checklist for the Review and Approval of Procedural
Document
To be completed and attached to any procedural document when submitted to the
relevant committee for consideration and approval.
Title of document being reviewed:
1.

2.

4.

5.

6.

Is the title clear and unambiguous?

Yes

Is it clear whether the document is a guideline,
policy, protocol or standard?

Yes

Rationale

Is it clear that the relevant people/groups have
been involved in the development of the
document?

Yes

Are people involved in the development?

Yes

Is there evidence of consultation with
stakeholders and users?

Yes

Content
Is the objective of the document clear?

Yes

Is the target population clear and
unambiguous?

Yes

Are the intended outcomes described?

Yes

Evidence Base
Are key references cited in full?

N/A

Are supporting documents referenced?

N/A

Approval
Yes

Dissemination and Implementation
Is there an outline/plan to identify how this will
be done?

8.

Yes

Development Process

Does the document identify which committee/
group will approve it?
7.

Comments

Title

Are reasons for development of the document
stated?
3.

Yes/No

Yes

Document Control
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Title of document being reviewed:
Does the document identify where it will be
held?
9.

10.

11.

Yes/No

Comments

Yes

Process to Monitor Compliance and
Effectiveness
Are there measurable standards or KPIs to
support the monitoring of compliance with and
effectiveness of the document?

Yes

Is there a plan to review or audit compliance
with the document?

Yes

Review Date
Is the review date identified?

Yes

Is the frequency of review identified? If so is it
acceptable?

Yes

Overall Responsibility for the Document
Is it clear who will be responsible for coordinating the dissemination, implementation
and review of the document?

Yes

Executive Sponsor Approval
If you approve the document, please sign and date it and forward to the author. Procedural
documents will not be forwarded for ratification without Executive Sponsor Approval
Name

Date

Signature
Relevant Committee Approval
The Director of Nursing and Patient Experience’s signature below confirms that this procedural
document was ratified by the appropriate Governance Committee.
Name

Date

Signature
Responsible Committee Approval – only applies to reviewed procedural documents with
minor changes
The Committee Chair’s signature below confirms that this procedural document was ratified by the
responsible Committee
Name

Date

Name of
Committee

Name &
role of
Committee
Chair

Signature
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Tool to Develop Monitoring Arrangements for Policies and guidelines
What key element(s) need(s)
monitoring as per local
approved policy or guidance?

Who will lead on this aspect
of monitoring?

How often is the need to
monitor each element?

Name the lead and what is the
role of the multidisciplinary
team or others if any.

What tool will be used to
monitor/check/observe/Asses
s/inspect/ authenticate that
everything is working
according to this key element
from the approved policy?

What committee will the
completed report go to?

Element to be monitored

Lead

Tool

Frequency

Reporting arrangements

Adherence

Dr Ben Killingley

Audit tool/methods used
previously

Once every 3 years

Audit Committee

How often is the need
complete a report?
How often is the need to
share the report?
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